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About the area 

 

Torre and Upton Community Partnership area adjoins the centre of 

Torquay and is part of the ward of Tormohun. Tormohun dates from 

Saxon times and the medieval parish church still lies at its heart in Torre. 

Upton contains the civic centre of Torbay with the Edwardian town hall, 

library and Art Deco offices. A conservation area covers the historic heart 

of each area and several of the 40 listed buildings in the area are 

significant to the town's history. 

 

The housing predominantly dates from the 1840s onwards, with a 
combination of large villas and variously sized terraces. A large modern 
development has been completed at the former South Devon College 
site. The density of development in the area is quite high, and there is a 
strong Victorian street scene.  
 
The main retail area is Higher Union Street which runs between 
Brunswick Square and the top of the town centre shops. Lucius Street and 
Belgrave Road also serve as local centres. There are a small number of 
industrial units around Torre Station. 
 
As in other areas adjoining the town centre, there are higher than 

average levels of need, deprivation and HMO properties. Several centres 

and facilities for those in need of accommodation, employment or other  

Objective – To grow the Community sustainably and sensitively with good quality buildings raising the standards and 

expectations for both residents and businesses and provide valuable employment opportunities. 
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support lie at the top of the town centre near to this area and the drug 

and alcohol treatment centre lies within it 

 

Community Aspirations 

 

 

There are already more than the normal proportion of HMO’s in the area. 

 

 

COMMUNITY ASPIRATION Where existing buildings or sites are 

underused, vacant or awaiting development, temporary uses will be 

supported, in particular those which benefit the community. Council 

officers will be expected to take enforcement against landowners or both 

residential and commercial buildings/sites that are not properly 

maintained. 

 

 

Projects 

 

• The Civic Hub shown in the Masterplan for Torquay Town Centre 

is fully supported by the residents and businesses in Torre and 

Upton. The library could be extended upwards and updated to 

incorporate the Connections Office and other public information 

services. This would release the listed Electric House for other 

uses. The closure of the Magistrates Court gives the opportunity 

for a more creative development for the Town Hall car park area. 

This is expected to have a positive knock on effect for the smaller, 

individually owned businesses in Higher Union Street. Should the 

council vacate the Town Hall for purpose built offices, we would 

support a change of use for the building with a hotel/conference 

centre being the preferred option. 

 

• Upton Park will be enhanced for the benefit of residents of all 

ages, providing facilities for recreation and relaxation. This will 

include the re-arrangement of the sports areas and linking with 

the coach park. By bringing this forward, we will have a more 

appropriate setting for the civic buildings. 

 

• The B&Q site in Laburnum Row presents the opportunity for a 

good quality development providing a mixture of residential and 

commercial. This latter could be retail and/or office space. This 

part of Torre deserves proper investment, and the residents and 

visitors to the area will value standards being raised. 

 

• We wish to see the development at Torre Marine completed, and 

the serious issues of rising water and run off into adjacent streets 

dealt with, so that the park that was part of the original plans, can 

be put in 

 

• place. This would not only create a pleasant open green space for 

the residents, but also, with the traffic reversal, enhance the area 

for all those entering Torquay. 
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Torquay Town Centre Community Partnership and Town Centre Focus Group 
 

 

 

 

Brief History 
Torquay Town Centre contains both quiet residential suburbs and a 
significant proportion of the major hotel accommodation in the resort, as 
well as being largest retail centre of Torbay. A large proportion of the 
area consists of open space. This includes coastline, parks, and recreation 
grounds, at the walled gardens of Torre Abbey, the rock-faced Royal 
Terrace Gardens and the private gardens and terraces of numerous 
hotels. Many of the major buildings are set against a backdrop of mature 
trees.  
maintained and improved as a dynamic, vibrant urban environment 

Key Community Aims and Aspirations: 

• Improve the Town Centre retail, service and leisure experience to 

improve footfall and provide employment opportunities by:- 

• Becoming  the premier leisure destination both night and day 

• Creating a more diverse late night offer. Whilst we recognise the value 

of our late night economy we would like to see a broader offer than is 

currently available. This could be achieved by encouraging and 

providing a range of activities for all age groups such as late night 

shopping and regular food /music activities to encourage 

residents/visitors to stay on in town. 

• Encouraging leisure and sport into our Town Centre and to provide a 

variety of undercover attractions for tourists and residents.  

• Encouraging more people to live and work within the Town Centre 

• Providing more eating and outside sitting areas. 

• Providing  adequate well maintained, accessible and convenient 

parking facilities 

• Creating better connectivity and providing more pedestrianisation.  

• Encouraging sympathetic development providing the size and kind of 

providing the size and kind of premises which modern day High Street 

names consider attractive, whilst at the same time creating suitable 

premises for small independent retailers and other uses such as gyms 

and cinemas. 

• Make more of and protect the Town’s heritage assets by:- 

• Protecting the green and open public spaces from Cary Green,  the 

Pavilions, Promenade  to the end of the Princess Gardens and the 

‘Sunken Gardens’, In addition  the Royal Terrace Gardens (Rock Walk)  

which  are all covered under one listing with English Heritage. Torre 

Abbey and its Meadows should continue to be protected by covenant 

from future developments. Included earlier in document. 

• Maintaining Victorian facades where possible to keep the character of 

the Town. 

• Make provision for cyclists in and around the Town which would 

complement cyclist tourism 

• Make access to public spaces easier for the disabled. 

Objective – To maintain and improve the Town Centre as a dynamic, vibrant urban environment by working closely with 

residents, businesses and visitors to our Community 
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• Protect and maintain our beaches – Torre Abbey Sands and Beacon 

Cove.  

• Protect the marine environment and develop a sustainable Maritime 

Economy   

COMMUNITY ASPIRATION  

Key Development Sites 

Retailing is in the throes of a revolution which has seen high streets up 
and down the country lose market share year on year. The results are 
there for all to see, empty shops, derelict buildings, shoppers getting into 
their cars to go out of town, or not going out at all but shopping online. 
 
“High Streets and town centres that are fit for the 21st Century need to be 
multifunctional social centres, not simply competitors for stretched 
consumers.  They must offer irresistible opportunities and experiences 
that do not exist elsewhere, are rooted in the interests and needs of local 
people, and will meet the demands of a rapidly changing world.”  Action 
for Market Towns, Twenty First Century Town Centres (2011). 
 
The concept of ‘healthy urban planning’ is being promoted by the World 

Health Organisation to draw attention to the need for planners, public 

health professionals and others to work together to plan places that 

foster health and wellbeing 

Physical activity, especially walking, has many important health benefits 
for older adults and the built environment plays a crucial role in 
encouraging healthy activity for this growing segment of the population. 
Current UK estimates from the Office of National Statistics (ONS 2011) 
see the proportion of over 60s rising from 23% to 31% by 2058. Torbay 
already has an over 60s population which exceeds the 2058 ONS national 
estimates with 31.4% of its population currently over the age of 60 (2011 
census) – placing Torbay 45 years ahead of the rest of the country. 

 
Torbay has the potential to act as a leading example of how the design of 
buildings and public spaces can facilitate beneficial activity for its aging 
population as well as improving the health of the wider community. The 
comprehensive review of Torquay Town Centre and planned growth 
within the Bay offers a unique opportunity to integrate design guidelines 
which encourage healthy behaviour and increase accessibility, not just for 
older adults, but for all residents and visitors no matter what age or 
ability.  
 
Castle Circus and Union Street 
Potential site for redevelopment to create a focal point of the Town and 
could include a supermarket/superstore, multi storey car park, plus 
residential development to increase footfall and act as a catalyst for 
regeneration of the wider area, encouraging other businesses offering a 
fresh bakery, butchers, fishmongers, greengrocers as an alternative to 
this proposed development to be re-established in this area.  
Redevelopment would be subject to taking into account the listed 
building status of some of these buildings. We would also want to 
encourage better pedestrian facilities with possibly wider pavements and 
better links to the Union Street development.   
 

Melville Hill Community Group - Marvellous Melville  - Melville Hill 
should be recognised as a place of historic charm, with a mix of both 
private and quality rented housing that is affordable. New developments 
should include up market, and contemporary schemes that introduce a 
wine bar and café culture enhancing the neighbouring business and 
tourist district. The area should become suitable for people of all ages 
with Community facilities. There must be no further agreements for 
Houses of Multiple Occupation or the sub division of existing properties 
to form single person dwellings 
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Fleet Street and Swan Street - Create a water feature to replicate the 
Fleet. Create a glass canopy to enhance the street scene  achieve 
connectivity with the Harbour providing outdoor eateries/ cafe 
culture/leisure and bijoux shops – The Fleet Walk shopping experience.  
Whilst the Victorian warehouse buildings of Swan Street offer potential 
for residential and retail which would retain the exteriors of the existing 
buildings. 
 
 

 
 
The Strand, Torwood Street and the Harbour side – Strong aspiration for 
improvement of this key stretch of Torquay Harbour which could include 
redevelopment of The Strand buildings, including Debenhams and the 
Amusement Arcade. Combination of luxury apartments, improved retail, 
hotel, small restaurants would be welcomed whilst protecting outlook 
from the Terrace. Make Torquay Inner Harbour accessible to local people 
by giving it official community asset status.  
 
Upgrade the area of public space on the harbour side of the Strand to 
allow for a range of different activities, and a higher quality environment 
with better provision of seating and better management of spaces 
including attractive signage to guide people to the waterfront. The Old 
Opera House has been suggested as an alternative site for an Art Centre 
of for performing arts. Could alternative uses be found for some of the 
Night Clubs here in order to dilute the heavy concentration of these in 
this key part of the Town Centre? The Terrace car park is a potential 
development site with its spectacular views but there would be the need 
to retain adequate car parking for the harbour area.   
 
The cinema also needs upgrading and possibly relocating.  However, if the 

cinema is relocated we need to be mindful that this will create a large 

empty building in an area of the Town already facing many challenges and 

would suggest the possibility of a much needed community centre being 
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established here. Relocate Job Centre and Magistrates Court to out of 

Town centre location, thus making room for landmark retail store and 

unique indoor attraction to help revitalise this end of Town. The Town 

Hall has been identified as a potential Art Centre. Key will be the 

preservation of the architecture of this building. 

A new Library is required: a modern facility is fundamental to giving the 

town the correct image; a similar development to Paignton Library would 

be welcomed, as not just a modern library but a centre offering 

community facilities such as meeting rooms, and education facilities.  

 

 
 
Temperance Street  - This is an opportunity to have this area developed 
as a major shopping area for the town, to take in former works site, and 
multi storey car park. Suitable uses could be anchor store, quality office 
space, leisure facilities such as cinema, indoor sports facilities embracing 
modernisation of multi - storey car park on Lower Union Lane and could 
extend to Temperance Street car park, also including some residential.   
 
Union Parade and Pimlico - These areas to be developed predominantly 
for retail, commerce and town centre shopping.  Opportunity for a major 
demolition/redevelopment programme as The Hogs Head and 
surrounding buildings have little architectural merit and we would 

welcome a landmark building here to encourage further exploration of 
the Town; possibly a multi-use community space incorporating a new 
library, council offices and possibly a gym.  Support the creation of an 
indoor attraction for example promoting the Town’s connections with 
people like Agatha Christie or Isambard Kingdom Brunel.  Place canopies 
over large stretches of the pavement and open spaces in the Town, 
possibly an atrium over the pedestrianised area of Union Street, to make 
Torquay the place to shop no matter what the weather.  
 

Market Street and Indoor Market - Create premises as a form of 
innovation centres to support fledgling retailers to establish their first 
business. This could in turn be reinforced by significant Town centre 
residential development and cafe culture. Encourage more residential 
homes to be created in this area with at least two bedrooms to 
encourage families to bring life back into the Town out of trading hours. 
 

 
 
Pavilion/ Torquay Marina Car Park:  The Marina Car Park has the 

potential for a quality development as this has the best views of the 

harbour which are currently not exploited. However, the height of any 

development needs to be considered so that this in itself is not 

detrimental, and thus become a contentious issue to local residents.  In 

addition the groups have serious concerns about incorporating 
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development of the Pavilion into the large hotel scheme on the Marina 

car park and would support further investigation for the re siting of the 

Pavilion to another location which may then enable a lower rise less 

intrusive development on the Marina car park.  A possible option would 

be to relocate the Pavilion on to a constructed island (with bridges) in the 

inner harbour, around which boats could still move/moor. The point of 

the development would be to: Protect the Pavilion and make it the centre 

of a revitalised harbour area; provide a waterside dining/entertainment 

environment unique in the UK that would encourage a more mature and 

upmarket night time economy and provide the type of retail experience 

during the daytime best described as "Totnes by the sea."  If the Pavilion 

were moved this would allow a larger footprint for the developer of the 

hotel/spa to build a wider but lower development that could include a 

children’s play area or be the site for an open air public performance 

space.  Other proposals for Pavilion site include: the Pavilion to become a 

Community Asset and Marina Car Park to become landscaped recreation 

area for residents and visitors 

Princess Theatre/Princess Pier:  Potential to redevelop/extend the 

theatre to enable it to attract West End Shows whilst not expanding out 

into the Gardens which should be protected. 

Rock Walk: To provide access to those with disabilities a cable car/ 

funicular railway from the bottom to the top of Rock Walk would be 

welcomed in addition to it creating a revenue generating opportunity. It 

would support a high level walkway from Rock walk to a feature 

development on Princess Pier incorporating a ferry terminal. 

 

RICC/Balloon Site/Marina Car Park: There is a chronic shortage of play 

and recreational facilities within 200 metres of the sea front and we have 

identified these sites for such a facility 

Area along SW Coast path just beyond Imperial Hotel (Peak Tor): To 

capitalise on our fantastic coastline, explore the possibility of an open air 

theatre here to rival the Minnack in Cornwall 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Wellswood and Torwood Community Partnership 
 

 

 

 

 

About the area 

The Wellswood and Torwood Ward covers two rocky headlands at 

Torquay's south-east perimeter, bordered by sea. It is an area of 414 

hectares, of which almost a quarter is green space. Over 40,000 years ago 

early man found shelter in the deep caves at Kent’s Cavern in the Ilsham 

Valley and these now form a gateway to the UNESCO Geopark. The area's 

wealth of geosites, fine Victorian architecture, extensive open spaces, 

woodland and pine-clad rocky coastline provide the essence of the 

“English Riviera”. 

 

In the early 1800’s, as Torquay began to develop as a holiday destination, 

prosperous families began to build detached villas on the wooded slopes 

overlooking the harbour. This is seen most clearly in the design and layout 

of the Warberries and the adjoining Lincombes. The scale of building in an 

extensive landscaped setting, and its confident execution over nearly 170 

acres, became the hallmark for the mid 19th century vogue resort. Its 

spacious open nature survives today and is protected by the Lincombes 

and Warberry Conservation Areas.  

 

The area's character is largely defined by the amount of public open 

space and woodland, and a number of major hotels, including three with 

four stars. At the heart lies Wellswood Green with its shops, primary 

school and church. Adjoining the harbour, Torwood Street is home to 

Torquay Museum and a variety of bars and food outlets.                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Objective - To Protect and Enhance the existing Green Spaces and Coastline, preserving the special quality of the natural 

environment and character of conservation areas.  
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Local  Policies 
Environment 

Protect, maintain character and enhance: 

• All public green areas, improving waste and toilet facilities 

• Conservation Areas, and current density of development 

• Coastal Path, Geopark and all associated areas 

• Supporting Community initiatives to upgrade amenities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Aspirations 
 

Promote diversity and prosperity of local businesses in Wellswood and 

Lisburn Square 

 

Retain Post Office and Pub in Wellswood by designating them Assets of 

Community Value 

 

Support any future proposals for redevelopment of the Palace Hotel and 

grounds, while retaining a hotel 

 

Encourage Torquay Museum to develop as a Community Centre 

 

Give consideration to proposals for Kent’s Cavern to enhance tourism and 

education, in line with its importance within the English Riviera Geopark, 

and improve the access strategy to limit impact on the surrounding area 

 

Support opportunities for redevelopment in Torwood Street area and 

Terrace Car Park, retaining sufficient parking for local businesses 

 

Traffic and Movement  

Prioritise pedestrian access and slow traffic in key areas, addressing much 

needed improvements in traffic management. 

 

Property densities 

Maintain the existing density of to ensure that the open nature of of the 

area is not destroyed 
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Projects 
Traffic and Movement 

1) Address traffic management through Wellswood (Ilsham Road) 

improving character and environment 

2) Provide a safe pedestrian footway along Ilsham Road from the 

junction with Iisham Marine Drive to the Ilsham Valley 

3) Provide a safe pedestrian footway and cut back overhanging trees 

on Parkhill Road by the Imperial Hotel 

4) Provide a natural footpath along the side of Stoodley Knowle 

meadow, to relieve parking impact on Ilsham Road and improve 

access to coastal path 

Environment 

1) Re-open Redgate Beach and Footpath to Walls Hill 

2) Support creation of Wildflower Meadow at Stoodley Knowle 

3) Improve Coastal Path signage and information  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 


